Do images of large crowds, hard-to-hear guides, and predictable scripts come to mind when someone mentions doing a museum tour? Good news! You get none of those things when you book an Exclusive Tour at the Buffalo Bill Center of the West.

Enjoy a private, expert-led tour tailored to your curiosities and questions. Learn hidden secrets, visit VIP areas, and forget that you ever thought museum tours were boring!

Exclusive Tours Offer:
- Customizable 1 or 2-hour Tour Options
- Flexible Scheduling 7 days/week
- Personal Guide
- Exclusive Souvenirs
- Access to VIP Spaces
- Hands-on Time with Select Artifacts

We sell gift certificates! Buy your family, friends, or coworkers an unforgettable experience at the Buffalo Bill Center of the West.

Book your Exclusive Tour today!

www.TICKETS.CENTEROFTHEWEST.ORG
307-254-7073 • tours@centerofthewest.org

Let’s get social!
@EXCLUSIVETOURS Cody WY

“An amazing experience to interact with so many historic artifacts.”
Randy C., TX

“It was great! This was the best museum experience we’ve ever had.”
Linda B., DE
BUFFALO BILL MUSEUM: Get ready for a rootin’ tootin’ good time! Your top-tier guide will share the secrets of Buffalo Bill’s life and legends while offering special access to artifacts and stories not on public display.

CODY FIREARMS MUSEUM: Embark on a personalized tour through one of the largest public displays of firearms in the country and dig into the hidden stories of firearms history.

DRAPER NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM: Go beyond the labels to discover why Yellowstone is one of the most beloved places on earth for people, plants, and animals. Get hands-on with the stories and species that call this region home!

PLAINS INDIAN MUSEUM: Experience the histories and living traditions of Plains Indian peoples with your personal guide as you enjoy an exclusive journey filled with powerful symbolism, hidden stories, and timeless artifacts.

WHITNEY WESTERN ART MUSEUM: Discover “behind the art” stories as you dive into the American West through our artworks and artifacts, discovering some of our best kept secrets with your personal guide.

HYBRID EXCLUSIVE TOURS: Can’t decide which of our extraordinary museums to explore? Worried about missing out on something? We got you! You can dive into several museums with your personal guide on a Hybrid Exclusive Tour.

• MINI-EXCLUSIVE TOURS: Don’t have two hours to spend with us? Book a mini-Exclusive Tour and take a 1-hour whirlwind adventure through the Wild West.

• VIP EXCLUSIVE TOURS: Check out our online calendar or give us a call to see what special and seasonal VIP experiences we host throughout the year! Participants enjoy famous hosts, stories with ghosts, VIP access, and tasty treats during these exclusive after-hour events.